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TAKE CONTROL OF GREATER PERFORMANCE
Whether you’re battling for bragging rights at your local track or going for TQ
and 1st place at regional and national events, both the DEX8 buggy and DEX8T
truggy are engineered to deliver the ultimate 1/8 scale racing experience.

1/8 Scale 4WD Electric Competition Truggy Kit
1/8 Scale 4WD Electric Competition Buggy Kit

TDRC0402 DEX8T 1/8 Scale 4WD Electric
Competition Truggy Kit
Length: 23.3 in (585 mm)
Width: 16.2 in (408 mm)
Height (approx.): 7.7 in (196 mm)
Weight: 7.7 lb (3.5 kg)
Requires: motor, ESC, 2-channel radio system,
high-torque steering servo, (2) 2S 7.4V LiPo
batteries, compatible charger, tires, wheels,
pinion gear

TDRC0302 DEX8 1/8 Scale 4WD Electric Competition
Buggy Kit
Length: 20.6 in (522 mm)
Width: 12.1 in (307 mm)
Height: 7.3 in (186 mm)
Weight: 7.1 lb (3.2 kg)
Requires: motor, ESC, 2-channel radio system, hightorque steering servo, (2) 2S 7.4V LiPo batteries,
compatible charger, tires, wheels, pinion gear

®

Loaded with high-performance upgrades!
❚

3 mm chassis and 5mm front/rear shock
towers are constructed from lightweight,
milled 7075 T6 aluminum

❚

Innovative, patent-pending sliding gear mesh
for rock-solid weight distribution, consistent
braking and simplified maintenance

❚

❚

Easy-access front/rear diff units minimize
tune-up time

❚

Ultra-lightweight differentials with composite
cross shafts increase acceleration

❚

Independent active caster inserts boost
set-up flexibility

❚

❚

Fully adjustable pivot ball suspension and
hinge pin inserts provides more options for
front-end mods; galvanized components
protect against oxygenation

❚

❚
2

Balanced front and rear geometry results in
dependable handling

April 2015 ❘

❚

Ultra-lightweight 50T spur gear with metal
insert for the diff outdrive

❚

Fully adjustable battery tray lets drivers move
the battery forward, backward or side-to-side

❚
❚

Adjustable wing

Easy-access center diff installs with only four
screws for fast tuning

❚

Fully adjustable battery box, designed to
accommodate NiMHs, LiPos and LiFes

❚

Center universal joints minimize heat transfer
and maximize drivetrain efficiency

❚

Receiver and battery box lids are compatible
with custom decals

❚

Ultra-tough composite and steel components
for lasting performance

❚

Both require motor, ESC, radio system,
battery and compatible charger

❚

Adjustable, four-position Ackermann

16 mm Big Bore aluminum shocks with
vented shock caps and a choice of constant
volume and emulsion bodies
Front and rear gearboxes include an
aluminum insert for input shaft bearings to
increase bevel gear durability

Tech Support 217-398-8970

Fully waterproof receiver box with rubber and
foam seals

Products for everyone!

From the Experts:

They’re the premier racing kits for dominating the 1/8 scale
competition, leading the way with sizzling speeds, super
toughness and confident handling! Both the bold DEX8 buggy
and aggressive-looking DEX8T truggy boast Team Durango
innovations such as the patent-pending sliding gear mesh for
consistent weight distribution. If you’re a driver who demands
top-notch technology, these electric off-roaders really deliver!

Long story short...
Both the DEX8 buggy and DEX8T truggy are the
perfect platforms for racing success!
www.gpdealer.com

❘
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BUILT FOR THE FASTEST BATTLES
Winning intense big track SC competition is now easier than ever. Designed to
be faster off your pit bench and faster on the track, the DESC10 is loaded with
innovative new features and built with 1/8 scale durability. It’s all to help you reduce
your lap times and increase your speeds, right out of the box.

1/10 Scale 4WD Electric Short Course Truck Kit

TDRC0142 DESC10 1/10 Scale 4WD Electric
Short Course Truck Kit
Length: 21.5 in (546 mm)
Width: 11.6 in (294 mm)
Weight: 7.5 lb (3.4 kg)
Approx. Height: 7.5 in (190 mm)
Requires: 550-size brushless motor, brushless ESC,
2-channel radio system, high-torque steering servo, (2)
2S 7.4V LiPo batteries, compatible charger, off-road tires,
wheels, extra-long shank pinion gear, body shell
®

❚
❚
❚
❚

❚

4

Patent pending sliding gear mesh allows
the motor to always stay in place, for fast,
consistent settings and optimized weight
distribution

❚

Hard anodized aluminum chassis, with shock
towers milled to reduce weight

❚

Hard-anodized 3mm thick aluminum chassis,
plus 5mm thick shock towers, suspension
mounts, shock bodies, shock caps

❚

Front caster inserts work with the adjustable
pivot ball suspension for super-efficient
vehicle tuning; reactive caster delivers
consistent handling on a wide range of track
surfaces

❚

Center diff mount mounted on aluminum
posts for easy maintenance and extra
strength

❚

16mm Big Bore shocks with vented shock
caps can be used in constant volume or
emulsion for set-up flexibility and superior
performance

Front and rear gearboxes allow for quick
access to the differentials, with an aluminum
insert for shaft bearings to increase bevel
gear durability

April 2015 ❘

The ultra-lightweight diffs include
lightweight cross shafts for increased
efficiency, reduced rotating mass, and
long-lasting durability
Center differential is accessed with just four
screws
Center universal joints offer super-efficient
drivetrain operation with reduced heat
transfer

❚

A protective shock cap insert reduces impact
damage during rollovers

❚

Fully-adjustable suspension geometry
with hinge pin inserts on all four lower
suspension mounts for superior “tunability”

❚

Adjustable Ackermann with four positions
out of the box

❚

Galvanized suspension components for
protection against oxygenation

❚

Ultra-strong 4mm rear outer hinge pins for
long-lasting performance

From the Experts:

The DESC10 is the short course truck for drivers serious about
winning. Loaded with innovative features such as the sliding
gear mesh, this vehicle combines blazing speed with amazing
durability. Weight has been trimmed wherever possible, and
you can fine-tine the DESC10 to create a truly customized racing
machine.

Long story short...
If you’re ready to conquer the competition, the
DESC10 is willing and able.

Products for everyone!

www.gpdealer.com

❘
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CRAZY FAST — CRAZY FUN!

Dual plate slipper clutch
protects the drivetrain
during hard landings.

Ready-To-Run 1/10 Scale 2WD Electric Stadium Truck

w w w. g p d e a l e r. c o m

NEWP R ODU CT

Lightweight and
durable composite
nylon main chassis.
Strong alloy steel
dogbones for simplicity
and durability.
Waterproof electronics let you
drive in rain, snow and mud.

High-performance
suspension geometry
and components from
the Firestorm 10T.

Experience even MORE power, performance and fun!
Includes a 77-tooth spur gear and 35-tooth pinion for
insane top speeds, plus a 3S battery strap to hold extra
power and a wheelie bar to keep the truck under control!

6

❚
❚
❚
❚
❚

Pre-Built, Ready to Run 1/10th scale stadium truck

❚

Waterproof HPI Flux EMH-3S brushless speed
controller

❚

HPI Flux MMH-4000kV brushless motor for superfast
top speed

❚

Waterproof HPI SF-10W steering servo

Pre-painted racing body with spoiler
Multi-spoke off-road racing wheels
Multi-rib front tires and mini-pin rear tires
2.4GHz radio system for crystal-free, comfortable
control

April 2015 ❘

❚
❚
❚
❚

Waterproof receiver box

❚
❚
❚
❚

Oil-filled extra-long stroke coil-over shock absorbers

From the Experts:

Extra-tough long wheelbase composite chassis
Super-reliable 2WD drivetrain
®

Low-profile 2.6:1 ratio transmission features allmetal gears
Complete set of rubber-sealed ball bearings
4 “AA” batteries included for transmitter
Handles up to 3S power for instant wheelies and
massive top speeds!

Ground Assault taper pin rear
tires and Front Line ribbed front
tires deliver high traction and
long life on nearly any surface.

Right out of the box, the E-Firestorm Flux is the kind of big-time fun
machine that you’ll want to take everywhere! It hits blinding fast
speeds, takes on huge jumps and pops on-demand wheelies with
ease. Super-tough durability and waterproof electronics let you tackle
any conditions. And the bonus Speed Pack ramps up the truck’s
performance potential even more!

HPID2878 E-Firestorm Flux Brushless
2WD Stadium Truck RTR
Length: 16.7 in (425 mm)
Width: 12.8 in (325 mm)
Wheelbase: adjustable
Requires: 2S-3S LiPo or 6-7 cell NiMH
battery, compatible charger

Bashing and racing just got more intense, thanks to
the E-Firestorm Flux!

Products for everyone!

www.gpdealer.com

Long story short...

❘
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SEE FLIGHT FROM A NEW POINT OF VIEW!
™
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™

radio with four flight modes for tailoring
› Q200
performance to your skill level, plus an auto-

your smartphone’s capabilities to: provide a
› Taps
first-person view of your flight; turn camera on and

›

700mAh 35C LiPo battery provides 10-12 minutes of
› flight
time - and recharges from any handy USB port

flip button, a single button for video and still
photography, auto-linking and digital trims

Ready-To-Fly Quadcopter
w/First Person View

Wi-Fi-enabled high-definition digital camera with
1280 x 720 resolution and a 328 feet (100-meter*)
range

off; adjust brightness; replay or delete videos; edit or
delete photos - even manage data storage

*Maximum range. Assumes unobstructed view and “clean” radio environment.

The Ominus FPV comes with
all this:

› Assembled airframe with finished
body and color-coded LEDs

› Wi-Fi-enabled, HD digital FPV camera
› Micro memory card and card reader
› Smartphone holder with sun shade
› Interference-free Q200 2.4GHz
radio system

› Rechargeable 1S LiPo battery
& USB charger

Control your camera with your smartphone!
With the Ominus FPV, you don’t need to buy a separate viewscreen or expensive
headset. Simply download the FPVCam app, put your smartphone into the holder, and
you have a sharply focused, first-person view of your flight. The Ominus includes a
micro memory card and card reader, but you can also download photos and videos
directly to your smartphone for sharing with friends or posting to your favorite social
media sites.

› (4) “AA” batteries
› Extra set of blades
› Double-sided camera
mounting tape

DIDE02** Ominus FPV Quadcopter RTF
Diagonal Length: 9.4 in (238 mm)
Weight: 4.2 oz (120 g)
Requires: smartphone or other device for
Android or Apple & FPVCam app

From the Experts:

With the Ominus FPV, you not only see your flight through a Wi-Fi-enabled digital
camera - you can operate it using your smartphone or other mobile device*. All
you need is your smartphone and the FPVCam app - an app you can download
free of charge from Google Play™ or the Apple App StoreSM; everything else is
included. It’s easy to fly indoors or out, and amazingly aerobatic even when the
camera is attached.
*Smartphone or other mobile device required for FPV flight; not included. Compatible with smartphones and other mobile devices for
Apple or Android. Requires FPVCam app, available as a free download from the App Store and Google Play. Apple and the Apple logo
are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc. Android™ and Google
Play are trademarks of Google Inc. Wi-Fi® and Wi-Fi Alliance are registered trademarks of the Wi-Fi Alliance.

Long story short...
Get your Ominus FPV today...and see how exciting
flying can be from a first-person point of view!

8
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Tech Support 217-398-8970

www.gpdealer.com
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A SMART CHOICE FOR ANY PILOT
™

The wing halves slide together
onto a tube and are secured
with two bolts.

Electric Trainer w/WISE Flight Stabilization System

™

Equipped with the
innovative WISE 3-axis
stabilization system!
With the WISE stabilization system
mastering R/C flight has never been
easier — and it works with any
radio! Just increase or decrease
the throttle for confident control
during takeoffs and landings. In the
air, three flight modes allow you to
learn flying skills at your own pace.

The tail section aligns itself
automatically and is secured
with just one screw.

Includes the versatile
Star™ Plug!

❚

Beginner — the Sensei FS
maintains a gentle bank and
climb/descent envelope, with the
pilot able to return the plane to
straight and level flight by simply
releasing the sticks

❚

Intermediate — pilots will
be able to fly with increased
freedom, while still having the
stick release function to fall back
on

❚

Advanced — once pilots are
comfortable with the basics, they
can fly on their own without
limits, but still with the benefits
of gyro stabilization

❚

Bailout Switch — extra
insurance that immediately
returns the Sensei FS to straight
and level flight from any
orientation, in any of the 3 modes

w w w. g p d e a l e r. c o m
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Your success is guaranteed!
❚

The WISE Flight Stabilization System helps your Sensei
FS maintain a safe flying attitude, so you can focus on
flying without worrying about crashing

❚

You get everything you need with the RTF, including a
quality Tactic TTX610 6-channel radio system and SLT
receiver, LiPo flight battery and charger

❚
❚

Fly the Rx-R version with your transmitter and receiver

❚

A hatch in the top of the plane provides easy access to
the battery

Flight-ready with minor screw-together assembly (no
gluing); all onboard gear is already in place

The Sensei FS RTF is such a great way to learn to fly that it comes with a
guarantee! Simply train at an AMA-chartered club with a qualified, clubdesignated instructor. If you crash before successfully learning to fly, we’ll repair
or replace your Sensei FS RTF...FREE! See your instruction manual for details.
FLZA3030 Sensei FS Electric Trainer w/WISE RTF
FLZA3034 Sensei FS Electric Trainer w/WISE Rx-R
Wingspan: 58 in (1475 mm)
Weight: 3.2 lbs (1450 g)
Length: 48 in (1220 mm)
Rx-R requires: radio and receiver with 4-5
channels; 2100-2200mAh 11.1V LiPo battery;
compatible charger
RTF requires: nothing!

From the Experts:
Operate the “drop-door” from the
5th channel of your radio for in-flight
deployment of a parachute or other
creative payloads!

®

April 2015 ❘

Long story short...
Learning to fly has never been so easy or so much
fun, thanks to the Sensei FS!

™

10

The Sensei FS electric trainer takes learning to fly to new levels of ease and
excitement. The innovative WISE 3-axis stabilization system is just like having a
flight instructor standing right next to you, ready to instantly take over if you lose
control. A powerful brushless motor delivers the performance necessary for sport
aerobatics as your skills improve, and the “drop-door” feature lets you deliver a
“payload” of your choosing!

Tech Support 217-398-8970

www.gpdealer.com
FLZA3030

FLZA3034

❘
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BLAST ACROSS THE BAYOU!
™
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Ready-to-Run Brushless Airboat
❚
❚
❚
❚

1800kV outrunner brushless motor
Waterproof, air-cooled 50A ESC w/Star™ Plug
Tactic 3-channel 2.4GHz SLT radio included
The battery tray is sized to accommodate a 3S LiPo pack

The extra-tough metal
propeller cage comes
factory-painted for
ultimate convenience.

The Cajun Commander is packed
with realistic scale details,
including a replica V-8 engine
complete with headers, an air
cleaner and exhaust system.

Add even more scale detail with these 3D
printable files:
• Duck call

Made of durable ABS plastic, the
high-performance flat bottom hull
provides the stability boaters need to
pull off exciting maneuvers on water,
snow or dry grass. The unique camo
trim scheme is printed directly onto
the plastic for lasting looks.
Prolonged operation on abrasive surfaces will
damage the hull.

12
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Tech Support 217-398-8970

• Gun rack

Visit aquacraftmodels.com for 3D printable
files and updates.

AQUB5722 Cajun Commander
Brushless Airboat RTR
Length: 27.5 in (699 mm)
Beam: 14.5 in (368 mm)
Height: 12.5 in (318 mm)
Weight: 4.6 lb (2.1 kg)
Requires: 11.1V 2200-5000mAh LiPo
battery, charger, 6 “AA” batteries

A 12-piece LED spotlight system
arrives factory-installed, and
requires only two “AA” batteries.

• Foot rest

From the Experts:

The Cajun Commander arrives decked out with dynamic detail and scale realism!
Made of durable ABS plastic, the high-performance flat bottom hull provides
incredible stability for exciting maneuvers on water, snow or dry grass. Just add
batteries and a charger, and you’re ready to go!

Long story short...
®

Power across water and land with style, at the
controls of the Cajun Commander airboat!
www.gpdealer.com

❘

April 2015
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THE ULTIMATE RACE-WINNING
COMBINATION
1/8 Scale 4WD Nitro Buggy Kit

❚

Patent pending sliding gear mesh allows the engine
position to be fixed, for constant, optimal weight
distribution

❚

Clunk style fuel tank avoids flame outs when the
car is on its roof, and features extra wide gutter and
spillage evacuation system

❚

Ultra-light engine mounts are compatible with all
engine brands

❚

Fuel tank cap is designed to allow the use of any
fuel gun without issue

❚
❚

Easy diff access for super-fast servicing in the pits

❚

Consistent handling and quick tuning is provided by
a pivot ball front suspension

Fully enclosed battery box for maximum protection
and battery positioning flexibility

❚

❚

Compact electronics placement for forward weight
distribution and for adding a personal transponder

Clips keep wire and fuel tube routing neat and in
place

TDRC0211 DNX8 1/8 Scale 4WD Nitro Buggy Kit
Length: 20.6 in (524 mm)
Width: 12.1 in (307 mm)
Height: 7.3 in (186 mm)
Weight: 7.1 lbs (3.2 kg)
Wheelbase: 12.8-13.0 in (325-329 mm)
Requires: race spec nitro engine, 2-channel
radio system, high-torque steering servo, tires,
wheels, pinion gear

From the Experts:

Faster, stronger, easier to service and tune, the DNX8 buggy kit is
precision engineered to put you in control in the most challenging
conditions. This innovative nitro-powered machine is designed
to take you to the podium again and again — because it’s the
ultimate combination of speed, ease of adjustability and consistent
performance. Put yourself at the controls of the DNX8, and re-define
what it means to compete at your highest potential.

Long story short...
®

14
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Fast, durable and consistent, the nitro-powered
DNX8 is built to win.

Thunder Power LiPo Batteries

Consistent, reliable performance for any R/C model!

❚ Velocity Series batteries offer the lowest possible internal resistance,
to stay cooler and offer more cycle life and longevity than ever before
TP2700-3SP+25 THPA1138
RC LiPo 3S 11.1V 2700mAh
ProLite+ Power Series 25C

❚ The Lightning Series 55C battery comes equipped with JST-XH
balance connectors, eliminating the need for adapters
❚ Higher energy density, more stable cell chemistry and higher
sustained voltage deliver an explosion of power for Magna Series
batteries
❚ Whether you fly, drive or sail, Thunder Power has a LiPo battery that’s
ideal for your model — at a value-packed price!

TP5300-25V70B THPC1300
RC LiPo 2S 7.4V 5300mAh
Velocity Series 70C

w w w. g p d e a l e r. c o m

❚ All-new generation chemistry re-invents 25C Pro Lite+ Power Series
LiPos, resulting in incredible power in a small size and light weight

Also Available:
THPA1136
RC LiPo 2S 7.4V 1350mAh ProLite+ Power Series 25C J
THPC1307
RC LiPo 2S 7.4V 5300mAh Velocity Series 70C Deans
THPE1203
RC LiPo 3S 11.1V 2250mAh Lightning Series 55C
THPE1208
RC LiPo 3S 11.1V 2250mAh Magna Series 70C
For a complete list visit GPDealer.com

Venom® DJI Phantom 2 Vision+ 3S 5500mAh 11.1V LiPo
Battery
Graduate to a smarter Phantom 2 battery!

❚ An onboard, low power consumption, digital display system provides
valuable information
❚ Pushing a button brings up a backlit LCD screen for displaying
statistics such as overall charge percentage and current mAh capacity,
resting voltage and battery cycles
15150 VNRE5150
DJI Phantom 2 Vision+ 3S
5500mAh 11.1V LiPo Battery

❚ During charging the display shows estimated battery charge time,
current input amperage and overall pack and individual cell voltages
❚ After flying, the screen gives you discharge time, max current used
and much more

Venom® Pro Charger 3 LiPo/NiMH AC/DC Charger
The next evolution in top-of-the-line Pro Charger technology!

❚ 100 watt circuitry supports charge rates up to 7.0 amps, and
allows you to view individual cell voltages without having to
start a new charge sequence
❚ Microprocessor controlled, fan cooled and capable of handling
Lithium batteries up to 6S, 1-15 cell NiCd/NiMH batteries and
Lead Acid batteries from 1-10 cells (2v to 20v)
❚ High-end features such as multiple discharge profiles and
recallable memory profiles for up to five of your most
commonly used batteries
❚ Continues the legacy of the Pro Charger line with its
ergonomic case design, integrated power supply and onboard balance block
0684 VNRP0684
Pro Charger 3 LiPo/NiMH
AC/DC Charger

Products for everyone!

❚ Comes with 8 of the most popular charge leads, including
XT60, Deans, EC3, EC5, Tamiya®, JST and alligator clips to
many best-selling batteries

www.gpdealer.com

❘

April 2015
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TWO FREE SERVOS MAKE THIS DEAL TWICE AS NICE!

Hurry...this offer ends
April 30, 2015!
TWO TSX35 Servos

— FREE!
❚

The muscle modelers need for
total control and total confidence

❚
❚

Ideal for many sport models
Includes universal connector
TACM0235

TACJ2850

TTX850 8-Channel 2.4GHz SLT Radio System

When you purchase the Tactic TTX850, you know you’re getting
one of the best values in an R/C transmitter. That’s because it has
a long list of performance features, including:

❚
❚
❚
❚
❚

SLT reliability
30-model memory
Fast, easy programming
Large, backlit LCD screen
Capability to fly virtually any aircraft, including multi-rotors

And now, you can add another great incentive for buying the
TTX850: two Tactic TSX35 standard sport servos at no extra
charge! This offer is good only through April 30, 2015, so see
your participating hobby retailer today!

A retail value of
$12.99 each!

©2015 — Hobbico®, Inc. This offer is available only to residents of the U.S. and
Canada, and only from participating hobby retailers. Items are subject to availability
with no substitutions. Ask your participating hobby retailer for details.

™
TM

TM

16
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Tech Support 217-398-8970

Futaba radios are among the most dependable
systems in the industry, trusted by modelers the
world over. And for a limited time select Futaba
radios will come with the bonus of a FREE servo!
Purchase any of the radios listed below — which
include FASST, FHSS and T-FHSS spread spectrum
technologies — by April 30, 2015, and you’ll also
receive an S3004 standard servo, the superversatile servo that can be used in a wide variety of
applications. Ask your participating hobby retailer
about this limited-timer offer today!

FREE!

FUTM0004

S3004 Standard Servo
❚ Precise fit throughout

w w w. g p d e a l e r. c o m

THROUGH APRIL 30, 2015: GET A
FREE SERVO!
the geartrain

❚
❚
❚

Three pole motor
Single ball bearing
Ideal for many applications

A retail value of

$19.99!

3PM-X

A value-packed, all-in-one
system equipped to handle
racing, crushing, crawling,
bashing and boating.
FUTK2021

3PL

Versatile, affordable
surface control with
three proportional
channels and a fourth
for special mixing.
FUTK1300

4PLS

Features user updatable
software, 40-model
memory — and the
huge racing data
advantage of telemetry.
FUTK1410

4YF

Ideal for entrylevel pilots, with
convenience and
performance at a
very economical
price.
FUTK4200

©2015 — Hobbico®, Inc. This offer is available only to residents of the U.S.
and Canada, and only from participating hobby retailers. Items are subject to
availability with no substitutions. Ask your participating hobby retailer for details.

Products for everyone!

www.gpdealer.com

❘

April 2015
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DON’T MISS OUT ON THIS GREAT
REASON TO
BUY RF7.5!
™

®

One of the best reasons to buy the RF7.5
Tactic TTX610 Radio Edition is that you
can learn and hone flying skills on your
PC, and then use that same transmitter to
fly your real R/C aircraft at the flying field.
And for a limited time, RealFlight will make
the transition from virtual to actual flight
even easier — by including a FREE Tactic
receiver when you purchase the RF7.5
edition with TTX610 radio!
That’s right...when you buy the TTX610
edition of RF7.5 from now through April
30, 2015, you’ll get a Tactic TR624 receiver
absolutely FREE! If you’ve been thinking
about getting RF7.5, NOW is the perfect
time! Check it out at your participating
hobby retailer!

FREE!

Tactic TR624 Receiver
A retail value of

$39.99!

TACL0624

❚
❚
❚

Equipped with Secure Link Technology (SLT)
Compact and lightweight
One-button Tx/Rx linkage

GPMZ4526
Tactic SLT
Radio & Wireless
Interface

❚

All of the cutting-edge features that have made
RealFlight the #1 best-selling flight simulator

❚

The TTX610 transmitter can fly every plane in
RF7.5, plus any aircraft with an SLT receiver

❚

Features a wireless transmitter interface
™

18
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©2015 — Hobbico®, Inc. This offer is available only to residents of the U.S.
and Canada, and only from participating hobby retailers. Items are subject to
availability with no substitutions. Ask your participating hobby retailer for details.

R/C Flight Sim
Tech Support 217-398-8970

$

25

Mail-in
Merchandise
Certificate

$

15

Mail-in
Merchandise
Certificate

AQUB20**
AQUB29**
AQUB34**
AQUB2100
AQUB2105
AQUB5700
AQUB5720
AQUB5725

UL-1 Superior FE Hydro RTR
Alligator Tours Airboat RTR
U-18 Miss Vegas Deuce Hydro RTR
Motley Crew FE Catamaran RTR
Lucas Oil 4S Catamaran RTR
Rescue 17 Fireboat RTR
Bristol Bay Trawler RTR
Atlantic II Tugboat RTR

R/C boating season will soon be here — celebrate
it with a quality-engineered, Ready-To-Run boat from
AquaCraft Models...along with a bonus when you buy!
Simply purchase any AquaCraft boat included in this
offer by April 30, 2015, and you’ll receive up to $25 that
you can use towards awesome merchandise from over
35 top R/C brands! This is a tremendous opportunity
to get a great R/C boat plus FREE merchandise, so visit
your participating hobby retailer today and pick out your
top-of-the-line AquaCraft Model!

w w w. g p d e a l e r. c o m

GET A GREAT BOAT...
AND FREE MERCHANDISE TOO!

AQUB1805 Minimono RTR
AQUB1810 Wildcat Catamaran RTR
AQUB1822 Miss Seattle U-16 Hydro RTR

ONTH
M
T
S
LA r this
fo e offer!
ibl
incred

AQUB2105

AQUB5700

AQUB1822

®

Products for everyone!

©2015 — Hobbico®, Inc. Void where prohibited. Some terms, conditions and restrictions apply,
and only while supplies last. Available only at participating local hobby shops in the U.S. and
Canada. Rebates apply to purchases made between February 15, 2015, and April 30, 2015.
Rebates are not distributed in stores. Official rules and downloadable rebate request forms are
available at BestRC.com. Rebate requests must be submitted by May 31, 2015.

www.gpdealer.com
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FEATUR EDMA NU FACTU RE R

ATTACK ANY TERRAIN WITH BLX BRUSHLESS POWER!
®

For drivers who demand awesome speed and superior
durability, ARRMA has the perfect vehicles for bashing,
racing and everything in between! With breathtaking
power and solid handling at an affordable price, ARRMA
models represent an incredible value!

*

*Maximum speed achievable with recommended
gears and 6S LiPo battery.

Standard equipment that goes above and beyond!

❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚
❚

Equipped with BLX brushless power systems
6S LiPo battery compatible, right out of the box
Fully waterproof electronics

w w w. g p d e a l e r. c o m

w w w. g p d e a l e r. c o m

FEATUR E D MA N U FA C T UR E R

Premium lightweight anodized aluminum parts
Super-tough steel and composite components
2.4GHz radio transmitter and receiver
Dual-threat vehicles that are bash-ready and racing-capable!

The short course truck
that can take it as well
as dish it out!
This tough-as-nails truggy conquers
any and all conditions!

ARAD83** SENTON 6S BLX 1/10 Scale Brushless
4WD Short Course Truck RTR
Length: 22.0 in (560 mm)
Width: 11.6 in (295 mm)
Height: 7.67 (195 mm)
Wheelbase: 12.5-12.67 in (318-322 mm)
Weight: 127 oz (3.6 kg)
Requires: 4-6 Cell LiPo, charger and AA batteries

ARAD82** TALION 6S BLX 1/8 Scale Brushless
4WD Speed Truggy RTR
Length: 22.5 in (571 mm)
Width: 16.7 in (425 mm)
Height: 7.5 in (190 mm)
Weight: 134 oz (3.8 kg)
Wheelbase: 14.9 in (378 mm)
Requires: 4-6 Cell LiPo, charger and AA batteries

20
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Tech Support 217-398-8970

Products for everyone!
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FEATUR EDMA N U FACTU RE R

FEATUR E D MA N U FA C T UR E R

AXID9045 - Wraith™ Spawn
Length: 19.25” (490mm)
Width: 11.2” (285mm)
Height: 9.1” (232mm)
Wheelbase: 14” (355mm)
Ground Clearance: 2.8” (72mm)
Weight: 5.45lbs (2.47kg)

New Spawn body on full tube frame composite chassis with driver
Officially licensed 2.2 Method IFD™ Beadlock Wheels
2.2 Axial Ripsaw™ Tires (R35 compound)
WB8 HD Wild Boar driveline system, as simple as it is durable

For additional items see a complete list at www.GPDealer.com

AR60 OCP-Axles (off-center pumpkin design)
New waterproof receiver box
Dual slipper clutch
AE-5 ESC w/ drag brake - 3S LiPo capable (waterproof)
Adjustable coil-over shocks
4-link suspension - optimized to reduce axle steer & torque twist

®
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NEWP R ODU CT

INTRODUCING NEW ESTES BLURZZ!
Down to earth rocketry fun!

™

Red Menace

Green Mantis

Blue Storm

❚
❚
❚
❚
EVERY BLURZZ INCLUDES:
•
•
•
•

1 Rocket-Powered Dragster
90 ft (27 m) Race Track
Launch Controller
Carrying Case
9414 ESTT9414
BLURZZ

Available in three fun colors
Dragsters are fully assembled
Equipped with all launch equipment
Compatible with A10-PT engines
(ESTT1505)

From the Experts:

Rocket powered dragsters take the fun of model rocketry to
a whole new level. They come equipped with all necessary
launch equipment and a handy carrying case. All you need
to do to fire up your fun is pop in an A10-PT engine and let
it rip!

Long story short...
®

2
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Estes BLURZZ rocket powered racers
deliver high-speed excitement that is fun
for all ages!

NE W P R O DUCT
Fire it up!
Skill Level 2 kits require average
building, painting, and finishing skills.
This kit features laser-cut wood fins,
plastic nose cone, waterslide decals,
unfinished body tube and instructions.

w w w. g p d e a l e r. c o m

ESTES CROSSBOW SST MODEL ROCKET

Length: 15 in (38.1 cm)
Diameter: .74 in (19 mm)
Estimated weight: 1.1 oz (31.2 g)
Projected Altitude: 1600 ft (488 m)
12 inch (30.5 cm) parachute recovery
7234 ESTT7234
Estes Crossbow SST
Model Rocket

Long story short...
The Skill Level 2 Crossbow rocket is a great
builder kit and fun to fly. Get yours now and get
a lift this spring!

®

AFX® BIG BLOCK BATTLERS WITH TRI-POWER PACK
Souped-up slot car competition!

❚ Easy-to-drive Mega G+ race system delivers the
perfect balance of grip and speed for all skill
levels
❚ Exclusive Tri-Power Pack lets drivers choose from
three skill levels, so all ages can race with a flip
of the switch
❚ 40’ (12.2 m) track layout consists of 42 pieces –
including a terminal track – plus 21 guard rails.
Multiple configurations are possible
❚ Features new sixth-generation Chevy® SS and
Ford® Fusion slot cars with colorful, highly
detailed bodies
❚ Both AFX120 controllers are upgraded for easy
drivability; EZ Plug Power Pack lets drivers
change track direction by flipping a switch

21004 AFXW1004
AFX® Big Block Battlers
w/Tri-Power Pack
®

❚ A digital lap counter and tune-up kit are also
included.

Long story short...
The upgraded Big Block Battlers Mega-G+ set has
everything slot car racers need to get in on the action!

Products for everyone!

www.gpdealer.com
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1/25 STONE, WOODS & COOK ’41 WILLYS SSP
The original hot rod

The most famous of all drag racing “Gassers” is the original Stone, Woods and Cook
Willys®. At the 1961 Winternationals, they won the B/GS class first time out with an
11.22 second time. The car continued to set records throughout the 1960s. They were
the first of the “Gassers” to get into the 9 seconds bracket and to break the 150 miles per
hour mark. Kit features opening hood, trunk and doors; position able front wheels, blown
OHV V-8 engine, lots of chrome parts and soft black tires.
85-1287

RMXS1287

Total Parts: 155

Skill Level: 3

Length: 6.8 in (174 mm)

1/25 AUTO TRANSPORT TRAILER
A complete cavalcade of cars

Whether they are new cars going to be sold or old cars going to auction, cars stacked
precariously on semi-trailers is a common sight on the nation’s roads. Car companies load
the maximum amount of cars possible onto the trailers, lending a jigsaw-puzzle look to
the entire contraption. With this trailer kit you can load as many as six 1/25 or 1/24 scale
kits and haul them with a 1/25 or 1/24 scale tractor (all sold separately). Kit features
metal chain and vinyl tubing details, separate extendable rear ramps, and more.
85-1509

RMXS1509

Total Parts: 160

Skill Level: 3

Length: 23.6 in (600 mm)

1/24 PORSCHE BOXSTER
Think inside the Boxster

Introduced as a concept car in 1992, the Porsche Boxster exploded onto the world stage as
a mid-engine two seater in 1996. The 986, as the Boxster was designated, was powered
by a 2.5 liter flat 6 cylinder engine. High performance, a trademark feature of all Porsche
models, drove demand for the Boxster high, making it the number one selling Porsche
from 1996 to 2005. This easy to build, skill level 1 kit features parts molded in multiple
colors, detailed chassis, detailed interior, and stick on decals.
85-1984

RMXS1984

Total Parts: 37

Skill Level: 1

Length: 7.1 in (181 mm)

REVELL OF GERMANY®
1/72 SCALE TIGER II AUSF.B. (PORSCHE
PROTOTYPE TURRET)
King of the panzers

When it rolled onto the fields of Normandy in July 1944, the Tiger II was one of the most
devastating weapons of land warfare ever devised. It had virtually impenetrable front
armor, a lethal 88mm main gun, and a suspension design which was far less complicated
than its predecessors. Fifty full production chassis were fitted with rounded and sloped
prototype turrets and rushed into combat. Though they provided relatively equal protection
to later turrets, the prototypes were harder to produce in quantity. Kit features extensive
detailing, moveable turret, and two sets of decals.
03138

4
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Total Parts: 143

Skill Level: 4

Length: 5.6 in (142 mm)

Tech Support 217-398-8970

Bringing the fight to the fore
Originally designed as artillery tractors, later versions of the Sd.Kfz 7-8 tonne tracked
infantry vehicle were used as mobile anti-aircraft platforms. Early in the war, German
commanders were able to rely on near total air superiority in every attack. Attrition in the
Luftwaffe, however, rapidly eroded the air advantage of Nazi Germany and necessitated
the deployment of more and increasingly sophisticated anti-aircraft weapons. The
armored cab and 37mm autocannon of the Sd.Kfz. 7/2 made for a lethal instrument of war,
but it relied on pull-behind trailers for its ammo supply. Kit features detailed interior, one
piece bendable injection molded track plus four German decal sets.
03207

RVLS3207

Total Parts: 140

Skill level: 4

w w w. revel l . com

1/72 SD.KFZ. 7/2

Length: 5.9 in (150 mm)

1/35 ZIL-131

Constant Communist comrade
In war zones just getting things from here to there often presents massive difficulties.
Knowing this fact, Russia designed the ZiL-131 to be its prime mover, infantry transport,
and cargo truck. A V-8 engine powers all six wheels to give this machine the muscle to
haul everything from bread to SCUD missiles. These trucks were used by the Soviet and
later Russian armies as well as the East German Army and many former Soviet Bloc
countries. Kit features detailed engine, chassis, suspension, and interior plus decals for
Soviet, East German, and Russian versions.
03245

RVLS3245

Total Parts: 229

Skill Level: 5

Length: 7.8 in (198 mm)

BRITISH 4X4 OFF-ROAD VEHICLE SERIESIII (109/LWB)
In it for the long haul

Britain is no stranger to fighting wars in inhospitable terrain, so it’s no surprise that they
required one of the most versatile off-roading vehicles ever designed for their Army. The
Land Rover, originally designed in 1948 and subsequently upgraded, is one of the most
rugged vehicles in the world. It features the capability of switching between two and four
wheel drive, a powerful engine, and the option for a long wheelbase version. Kit features
detailed interior, toolbox, and decals for British, Dutch, and Danish Army versions.
03246

RVLS3246

Total Parts: 89

Skill Level: 4

Length: 5.2 in (131 mm)

1/72 MIG-21 F.13
Still fighting

The supersonic MiG-21 first flew in 1959, yet it is still in service with many countries
today. Wars in Vietnam, Indonesia, India and Pakistan made the MiG-21 one of the most
active fighter aircraft since the end of WWII. Impressive supersonic speeds and their use
of early air-to-air missiles made them impressive aircraft. This combination of agility and
firepower allowed them to be routed in for quick surprise attacks and escape unscathed.
Kit features detailed cockpit, ejection seat, undercarriage, and exhausts, 30mm cannon,
rocket pods, and decals for German and Soviet versions.
03967

Products for everyone!

RVLS3967

Total Parts: 83

Skill Level: 3

www.gpdealer.com

Length: 8.5 in (215 mm)
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1/72 HANDLEY PAGE VICTOR K2
Strategic strike inbound

Projecting defensive power from the British Isles all the way down to the Falkland Islands
is no mean feat. To pull it off, the British employed nearly a dozen Victor K2 refueling
tankers along with a pair of Vulcan bombers flying in relay refueling groups. Only the
Victor’s 91,000 lb fuel capacity and its ability to both re-fuel and be re-fueled made the
strikes possible. Kit features cockpit with pilots, wing tanks, positionable landing gear,
refueling tanks and probes, access ladder and decals for two RAF aircraft.
04326

RVLS4326

Total Parts: 108

Skill Level: 5

Length: 18.9 in (481 mm)

1/32 ARADO AR196B
Watching the waves

Operating from lakes, rivers, and ship-borne catapults, the Arado Ar196B was one of the
most powerful of all single-engine seaplanes used in WWII. Its low wing positioning,
long range, and relatively heavy weapons load made it a significant danger to shipping
and enemy bombers or reconnaissance aircraft. Long after the German surface navy was
largely eliminated, the Arado Ar196B was still to be found flying long-range missions off
the coasts. Kit features detailed steel tube framework, cockpit, radio operator’s panel
and rear machine gun position. Wings can be modeled folded or extended and one set of
decals is included.
04922

RVLS4922

Total Parts: 190

Skill Level: 5

Wingspan: 15.5 in (393 mm)

1/72 UH-60A TRANSPORT HELICOPTER
Black Hawk inbound

Since the HUEY was retired, few military vehicles have been as instrumental to the success
of the US Armed Forces as the UH-60. From Grenada to the Middle East, thousands of
American soldiers have been borne into combat by the Black Hawk. In addition to their
usual transport role, the UH-60 can be equipped with stub wings to carry rocket and
missile launchers for ground support. Kit features detailed cockpit, cargo space with
seats, rotating rotors, optional stub wings and door guns, rocket pods, Hellfire missiles,
and two sets of US Army decals.
04940

RVLS4940

Total Parts: 128

Skill Level: 4

Length: 8.3 in (212 mm)

1/1200 HMS PRINCE OF WALES
Beleaguered British battleship

From her launch in January of 1941 to her sinking in December 1941, HMS Prince of
Wales never caught a break. Very shortly after her launch she was engaged in the failed
attack on the German Battleship Bismarck. After being repaired she was sent around
the horn of Africa to help protect Singapore, was caught without air cover, and sunk by
swarms of Japanese torpedo bombers. Through it all, her crew fought valiantly remaining
onboard until the abandon ship was ordered only five minutes before she sank. Kit
features detailed aircraft catapult and full decals.
05135

6
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Total Parts: 45

Skill Level: 3

Length: 6.9 in (175 mm)

Tech Support 217-398-8970

Break ice on the Baltics

The Gangut’s 1911 launch marked the Imperial Russian Navy’s first-ever battleship. An
icebreaker bow allowed it to be used on the Baltic Seas. While she didn’t see much
WWI combat, the Gangut was used in numerous battles during WWII. Kit features a
detailed hull with fittings, a waterline hull option, a structured main deck, detailed deck
superstructures, twelve 305 mm L/52 naval guns, sixteen 120 mm L/50 naval guns, a
detailed bridge, lifeboats, two masts, authentic drive and rudder units, a Russian Imperial
Navy decal set and a display stand.
05137

RVLS5137

Total Parts: 432

Skill Level: 5

w w w. revel l . com

1/350 RUSSIAN WWI BATTLESHIP GANGUT

Length: 20.5 in (520 mm)

1/24 AUDI® R8®

An all-wheel-drive legend
Based off the famous Le Mans racer, the Audi R8 became an instant legend when it was
introduced in 2006. From the light metal alloy construction to the powerful V-8 engine and
the innovative, electronically adjustable suspension system, the R8 is a winner from every
angle. Kit features a highly detailed, multi-part eight-cylinder engine with separate
exhaust system, a detailed interior with authentic instrument panel and textured seats, a
detailed suspension, a textured chassis, an opening hood, rotating wheels, chrome rims
and comprehensive decals with multiple international registration options.
07057

RVLS7057

Total Parts: 106

Skill Level: 3

Length: 7.2 in (184 mm)

1/24 PORSCHE® CARRERA® RS 3.0
To the victor go the spoilers

The first Porsche Carrera models appeared in 1972; the racing-optimized RS 3.0 version
debuted two years later. An air-cooled 3-liter engine delivered 149 mph (240 km/h) top
speeds, while the large, “whale tail” rear spoiler gave the RS 3.0 a super-sleek profile.
Kit features an authentically reproduced chassis, a multi-part six-cylinder engine with
separate air filter, a multi-part Spartan interior with authentic dashboard, a one-piece
body, separate bumpers, a rear spoiler, a detailed hood, filigree shock absorbers and
wheel suspension, assorted chrome parts and decals with international markings.
07058

RVLS7058

Total Parts: 84

Skill Level: 4

Length: 6.9 in (174 mm)

1/25 MARMON CONVENTIONAL “STARS & STRIPES”
Nothing “conventional” about this big rig

The last Marmon semi left the factory in 1997, yet these handmade masterpieces continue
to have a cult following to this day. This custom Conventional was based off a Peterbilt®
359, which Marmon modified with a turbocharged Cummins diesel engine, a custom
cabin and assorted chrome hop-ups. Kit features a separate, opening hood, a multi-part
cabin, a fully detailed Cummins® diesel engine with twin turbochargers, opening doors, a
multi-part sleeping compartment, steerable front wheels, ten tires, assorted chains and
hoses, various chrome parts and a large-format decal set.
07429

Products for everyone!

RVLS7429

Total Parts: 317

Skill Level: 5

www.gpdealer.com

Length: 12.8 in (326 mm)
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1/200 OFF-SHORE OIL RIG “NORTH CORMORANT”
Primed to pump petroleum

The North Cormorant off-shore oil rig can be found 100 miles (160 km) northeast of the
Shetland Islands. Twenty-eight steel nails are used to anchor the rig to the seabed. Forty
pipes transport up to 24,000 tons of oil and gas to temporary stores and the mainland
every day. This limited edition kit features a waterline with detailed substructure,
modular platform structures, a detailed drilling rig, supply cranes with movable loading
arms, multiple containers, lifeboats, a heli platform, detailed staircases, forty pipes,
railing and decals.
08803 (Limited Edition)

RVLS8803

Total Parts: 615

Skill Level: 5

Length: 27 in (685 mm)

1/72 UP-3D ORION 91ST SQUADRON
Silence subs with the 91st Squadron

Used for decades in pursuit of hostile subs, the P-3 Orion is one of the most successful
maritime observation aircraft of all time. They have been used by nations the world over
and seen service in more conflicts than most any other plane. Even today, the JMSDF
relies on the Orion to carry out patrols over its extensive maritime holdings. The aircraft’s
long endurance, high speed, and tail-mounted sensors make it perfect for patrolling the
huge expanses of the Pacific. This limited edition kit features new resin parts and decals
for one JMSDF aircraft.
02140

HSGS0213

Total Parts: 149

Skill Level: 3

1/72 MITSUBISHI® F-2B “JASDF 60TH ANNIVERSARY”
The versatile “Viper Zero”

The Mitsubishi F-2B may not be the most famous fighter around, but it is certainly one
of the most impressive. The F-2 has the distinction of being the first military aircraft
equipped with Active Electronically Scanned Array (AESA) radar. Its wing area is also 25
percent larger than other fighters in its class. Currently, there are 61 single-seat F-2As and
21 F-2B two-seat trainers flying worldwide! This limited edition kit features one marking
option: 1. JASDF 8th AW, 60th anniversary special marking, Code: 129 (43-8129), Tsuiki
AB, November 2014.
02141 (Limited Edition)

HSGS0214 Total Parts: 129

Skill Level: 3

1/72 KAWASAKI® T-4 “JASDF 60TH ANN.” COMBO
Subsonic superstars

Powered by twin turbofan engines, the Kawasaki T-4 is the trusted trainer of the worldfamous Blue Impulse aerobatic team. The T-4 can travel at top speeds up to 645 mph
(1,038 km/h) – which is quite impressive for an intermediate subsonic trainer! This limited
edition kit combo features two Kawasaki T-4 kits with two marking options: 1. JASDF
13th FTW, 60th anniversary special marking, Code: 789, Ashiya AB, November 2014 and
2. JASDF 13th FTW, 60th anniversary special marking, Code: 806, Ashiya AB, November
2014.
02142 (Limited Edition)
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HSGS0215 Total Parts: 66 x 2 Skill Level: 3

Tech Support 217-398-8970

NEW RELEASES

The definitive Dreamliner®.

The Boeing 787 Dreamliner marks a turning point in commercial air travel. The 787 is
among today’s most fuel-efficient aircraft, consuming 20 percent less energy than
the popular 767. It is constructed of composite materials throughout, making the 787
far lighter than other similarly-sized aircraft. The 787-9 features further improvements
including a lengthened fuselage, increased fuel capacity, and increased maximum takeoff
weight. The -9s range is so great that it is used on nonstop flights from Los Angeles to
Melbourne. Kit features decals for a single ANA aircraft.
10721

HSGS0721

Total Parts: 64

w w w. g p d e a l e r. c o m

1/200 SCALE ANA® BOEING® 787-9

Skill Level: 3

1/72 EA-18G GROWLER “CVW-5”
Take flight with the “Shadowhawks”

Established in 1987, VAQ-141 (nicknamed the “Shadowhawks”) transitioned to the
EA-18G Growler in 2010. The “Shadowhawks” were the second active squadron to fly
the aircraft, and the first to fly the EA-18G in carrier-based combat. Currently, VAQ-141
is part of the U.S. Navy’s Carrier Air Wing 5 (CVW-5) on the USS George Washington
(CVN-73). This limited edition kit features one marking option: 1. US Navy, USS George
Washington, VAQ-141 “Shadowhawks” CAG, Code: NF500.
02143 (Limited Edition)

HSGS2143 Total Parts: 177

Skill Level: 3

1/72 F-15J EAGLE “JASDF 60TH ANNIVERSARY PART 3”
Soaring into the stratosphere

The F-15J Eagle stands apart from most contemporary fighters, thanks to its improved
avionics support, AN/APG-63(V)1 radar and AAM-4 missile capabilities. Today, the JASDF
has a fleet of 165 F-15J Eagles, complemented by an additional, smaller fleet of 48 F-15DJ
two-seat trainers. In honor of the JASDF’s sixtieth anniversary in 2014, select F-15Js were
decorated with a special, commemorative livery. This limited edition kit features one
marking option: 1. JASDF 8th AW, 304th Sq., JASDF 60th anniversary special marking,
Code: 865 (62-8865), Tsuiki AB, November 2014.
02145 (Limited Edition)

HSGS2145 Total Parts: 138

Skill Level: 3

EGGPLANE F-2 JASDF 60TH ANNIVERSARY 2 KITS
Sixty years of service!

Designed by the JASDF in 2000, the Mitsubishi F-2 is a powerful plane. Cooperatively
designed by Japan and the US, the F-2 is based on the F-16 Fighting Falcon but
includes improved electronics, larger span wings, and other improvements to increase
its usefulness. Though the F-2 has never seen combat, it has been used twice to turn
back Russian aircraft which strayed into disputed airspace. Limited edition kit combo
features full decals.
60510

Products for everyone!

HSGS6060

Total Parts: 17 x 2

Skill Level: 1

www.gpdealer.com
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NEW RELEASES

1/48 LAVOCHKIN LA-7 “156 IAP”
Packed with piston power

The Lavochkin La-7 held its own against German fighters, thanks to an impressive top
speed of 411 mph (661 km/h) and a maximum of three 20 mm cannon placements. In 1947,
the Soviet Air Force phased out the La-7, while the Czechoslovak Air Force continued
flying them for three more years. This limited edition kit features two marking options:
1. Soviet Union AF, 156 IAP CO, Lt. Col. SF Dolgushin, Code: 93, 1945 and 2. Soviet Union
AF, 32 Gv. IAP, Maj. V. Orekhov, Code: 23, 1944.
07398 (Limited Edition)

HSGS7398 Total Parts: 76

Skill Level: 3

1/48 NAKAJIMA B5N2 TYPE 97 KATE MODEL 3
Japan’s deadliest bomber

A bomb from a B5N2 caused half the casualties at Pearl Harbor when it detonated the
forward magazine of the battleship Arizona. As the war progressed, the bomber sank
three American carriers and numerous other vessels. Near the end of the war, this threeseat bomber was used in kamikaze strikes against Allied shipping at Okinawa, causing
massive damage and casualties. Not a single B5N2 survived the war intact, but you can
own this limited edition kit that features three sets of decals!
07399 (Limited Edition)

HSGS7399 Total Parts: 127

Skill Level: 3

1/700 JAPANESE NAVY LIGHT CRUISER TENRYU
Swift spear of the IJN

Tenryu and her sister ship Tatsuta were tough Japanese light cruisers commissioned
just after the First World War and used in WWII. Tenryu fought at Wake Island, off
Guadalcanal, and extensively in the waters around New Guinea before falling prey to
USS Albacore in late 1942. The vessel itself was a new design intended to lead destroyer
flotillas. It was long, thin, and fast for a cruiser, but carried lighter armor and armament
than other cruisers. Kit features two sets of decals.
49357

HSGS9357

Total Parts: 100

Skill Level: 3

1/700 JAPANESE NAVY LIGHT CRUISER TATSUTA
Iron lance of the IJN

Tatsuta and her sister ship Tenryu were tough Japanese light cruisers commissioned just
after the First World War and used in WWII. Tatsuta followed Tenryu into the Second
Sino-Japanese war then, during WWII, fought at Wake Island, off Guadalcanal, and
extensively in the waters around New Guinea before catching a torpedo from USS
Sand Lance in 1944. The vessels of the Tenryu class were new designs intended to lead
destroyer flotillas. Long, thin, and fast for cruisers, their only flaws were in their light
armament. Kit features two sets of decals.
49358
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Total Parts: 100

Skill Level: 3

Tech Support 217-398-8970

®

NEW RELEASES

Swift Swiss strikers

Where other fighters might boast of being the biggest, the fastest, or the most heavily
armed, it is arguably the F-5 which is the best fighter in the world arsenal. It boasts
incredibly low operating costs, low maintenance needs, high operational availability, and
the speed and lethality necessary to make it a significant threat to aircraft three decades
its junior. All those advantages and more make it the fighter of choice for the Swiss Air
Force and their aerobatic team. Kit features decals for four versions.
1363

ITAS1363

Skill Level: 2

w w w. g p d e a l e r. c o m

1/72 F-5 E/N TIGER II

Length: 7.9 in (200 mm)

1/24 AMERICAN US SUPERLINER TRACTOR
Home, home on the road

Representative of many of the large trucks plying the roads of the United States, this
big rig is equipped with a powerful engine, large fuel tanks, and incredible personalized
artwork. Every day these massive movers carry goods down hundreds of miles of road.
The distances traveled are so great that the cabs need to be equipped with sleeper
facilities and as many comforts as possible as the trucks become the driver’s homes away
from home.
3820

ITAS3820

Skill Level: 5

Length: 13.9 in (352 mm)

1/24 MAN F2000 6X4 AIR ROOF
Hauling Europe into the 21st century

The F2000 is an offspring of the F-90 series and was first introduced at the Hannover
automobile Exhibition in September 1994. It immediately received the “Truck of the year
1995” award. Outstanding features of this truck are fuel efficiency, safety and reliability.
The F2000 can be equipped with engines from 270 to 500 HP. The cabin can be supplied
as normal or extended top version with various spoilers. Kit represents a 3-axle tractor
version with a roomy sleeping cabin and many decorations.
3901

ITAS3901

Skill Level: 5

Length: 10.8 in (274 mm))

1/12 FIAT MEFISTOFELE
Big, red, speed demon

Designed by Ernest Eldridge, the FIAT Mefistofele was a standard car chassis equipped
with an army surplus 6-cylinder, 320 PS, FIAT A.12 airplane engine. Eldridge drove the car
to a new land speed record of 143mph in 1924. This was the last land speed record to be
set on a public road and it set off a storm of automotive development. The characteristic
shape of the Mefistofele—an engine with wheels—is an eye-catching marvel well
deserving of a space on discerning collector’s walls. Kit features opening bonnet,
working steering and highly detailed engine.
4701

Products for everyone!

ITAS4701

Total Parts: Over 500

Skill Level: 5

www.gpdealer.com
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1/35 ELCO 80’ PT BOAT CREW
Craziest crewmen of the US Navy

Service aboard any US Navy warship during WWII was dangerous, but the crews of PT
boats were vulnerable to considerably more threats. Friendly fire incidents, larger and
more heavily armed enemy ships, and the uncomfortable tendency of the aviation gas
for PT boat engines to explode when damaged made shipping out in a PT boat rather
risky. In return, the PT boat enabled the USN to inflict drastic, disproportionate losses
on Japanese supply vessels. Your PT boat won’t go anywhere without crewmen gutsy
enough to sail her. Kit features 10 figures in various poses.
5606

ITAS5606

Total figures: 10

Skill Level: 2

1/35 SCHNELLBOOT BOAT CREW

Daring dudes of der Deutsche Kriegsmarine
All throughout WWII the German Navy (Kriegsmarine) was heavily outnumbered by the
combined fleets of Britain and the United States. The efforts of the U-boats in correcting
this imbalance are famous, yet the humble Schnellboot (fast boat) was also an important
player in the war of the waves. These small, unarmored, and lightly armed craft were
responsible for sinking around a hundred merchant vessels as well as numerous larger
armed navy vessels. Their crews were known for their intrepidity. Get the guys to crew
your Schnellboot and rule the waves! Kit features 10 figures in various poses.
5607

ITAS5607

Total figures: 10

Skill Level: 2

1/56 WWII SD.KFZ. 234/2 PUMA
The ultimate in ‘hit and get’

As the treads of the mighty panzers ground all of Europe beneath earth-shaking treads,
the lightly armed, extremely fast Puma allowed German commanders to quickly scout
terrain in advance of their columns. The Puma was designed with sufficient armor to resist
small arms fire, a 50 mm gun to take out light targets, and an extra rear-facing driver’s
compartment to get away from hard targets quick. Though the vehicles were formidable,
very few were produced. Get your Puma armored recon vehicle which features an included
tanker figure and get going! Kit features a tanker figure, acrylic paint, glue and brush.
15653

ITAS5653

Skill Level: 1

Length: 4.2 in (107 mm)

1/72 WWII AMERICAN INFANTRY
Roll on with “Big Red One”

Sent into North Africa as part of Operation Torch in early 1943, the US First Infantry
Division would subsequently participate in the invasion of Sicily, the Normandy landings,
and eventually the invasion of Germany itself. The division was nearly continuously
embroiled in combat for two years, suffering nearly 20,000 casualties. In the end, it
wasn’t the M1 Garand, or the BAR, or the bazooka that won the war. It was the grim
resolve with which the infantry fought on. Kit features fifty infantry figures in various
poses and is wargames approved.
6046
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One bumpy ride

It’s June 6th, 1944. Shells are roaring overhead, bomb bursts are echoing across the
water, and machine guns are chattering death, but all you can think about is trying to
keep breakfast down. Wonks up the line have been talking up the Higgins. Frankly, they
can keep this chunk of plywood you’re bouncing around in, turning greener by the second.
One of the Navy boys shouts. His voice gets lost in the tumult, but he can only be saying
one thing. Almost time to go.
6522S

w w w. g p d e a l e r. c o m

1/35 US INFANTRY ON BOARD

ITAS6522

1/35 PZ KPFW.I AUSF.B

Training for the coming terror
Equipped with thin armor and an extremely light armament of two low-caliber machine
guns, the Panzer I was far behind the tank designs of Germany’s neighbors. However, it
was a necessary step towards the later development of Nazi Germany’s elite tank forces.
Despite its drawbacks, the Panzer I saw service in most of the fronts Germany fought on.
Continuous improvements, modifications, and role changes extended the service life of
the design far past the initial training role envisioned for it.
6523S

ITAS6523

AMT® 1/25 Red Line Tires Parts Pack
Red ones go faster

Actually, the color of a tire has nothing to do with the velocity the attached vehicle can
attain. However, it does look super cool! Get some Red Line Tires on your favorite model
for the cool look you’ve been missing!

AMTPP013/24

AMTS0013

Total Parts: 8

AMT® 1/25 1932 Ford Victoria
Back on the track!

One of the most popular rides of the Mafia, the 1932 Ford Victoria was also extremely
popular with the hot-rodding crowd and remains a top model sought by automotive
collectors to this day. This kit is a ‘Retro-Deluxe’ remake of a sixties original dragster
kit. It has been restored to better than original condition with many retooled parts and
awesome decals! Kit features retooled wheels, motor parts, and custom fenders; plus
clear or tinted windows, pad printed drag slicks, deluxe vintage decal artwork, and bonus
mini display box.
AMT902/12

Products for everyone!

AMTS0902

Total Parts:

Skill Level: 2

www.gpdealer.com
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AMT® 1/48 Stinson Reliant SR-9
Blast from the past!

The Stinson Reliant SR-9, with its curved windshield, high wing positioning, and gull
wings, was one of the most distinctive aircraft of the thirties. With seats for four to five
people, fully enclosed cockpit, and impressive air capabilities, it was a great leap forward
in aircraft design. Over a thousand were produced and later variants of the Reliant were
adopted as trainers by the USAAC. This is a great kit for anyone to build, from beginners
to experts! Kit features full decals, vintage packaging, and clear windows.
AMT905/12

AMTS0905

Skill Level: 2

AMT® 1/25 1964 Chevrolet® Impala™
Sixties standout

One of the best selling and most popular lines of the sixties, the Chevy Impala combined
radical styling, high performance, and exquisite comfort into one exceptional vehicle. To
this day the sixties Chevrolet Impalas are popular as collectors’ items, show cars, and
parade pieces, often running for more than modern cars! If a full-scale original isn’t in the
cards, build a beautiful model to compensate. And if you can get the full-scale car, get a
model to try out cool designs with!
AMT917/12

AMTS0917

Skill Level: 2

Lindberg 1/1200 Tabletop Navy 2-pack #2 WWII Japanese Ships
Designed to devastate

Two of the biggest and best warships ever constructed, the aircraft carrier Zuikaku
and battleship Yamato were designed to give Imperial Japan a qualitative edge over
the numerically superior United States Navy. From Pearl Harbor to Okinawa, the ship’s
records, taken together, are a timeline of the Pacific War’s most critical battles. In the end,
neither the fierce Zuikaku nor the formidable Yamato were able to turn the tide, but that
shouldn’t stop you from reliving the greatest naval battles in history with this incredible
2-pack set!
HL424/12

LNDS0424

Moebius® Elvira Mistress of the Dark
Death’s darling dame

By far the most beautiful of all ghouls, Elvira is the iconic hot horror hostess of your
sweetest nightmares. Though she has been in books, comics, movies, games, and more,
it is her breakthrough role as the voluptuous, presumptuous, and incredibly sumptuous
television hostess that is represented in this first ever Elvira plastic model. Can you get
the sparkle of her eyes just right and perfect the tone of those tempting tresses? Kit
features the famous screening couch, candelabra, ‘pets’, and, of course, Elvira herself.
918

MOES0918

Moebius® 1/32 Scale Battlestar Galactica SD Viper MKII
Yolk the strength of the Colonial Fleet

After the Cylons cracked the Colonial Fleet’s codes and smashed their ships, humanity
was left scrambling to a few dozen old crates in which they fled the fiercely flying foe.
Only one Battlestar remained, an aging bird named the Galactica that went from being
on permanent roost to being the cock of the walk. Fortunately, this ship had dozens
of Colonial Vipers aboard and, between them, the Galactica and Vipers were able to
consistently shoo away the Cylons that constantly pecked at the fleet. Kit features an
“egg plane” Viper MKII with stand.
944
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Twice the mechanical menace

Featured in the 2003-2009 reboot of “Battlestar Galactica,” the Cylon Raider isn’t just an
enemy attack fighter. It’s a living creature that’s capable of regeneration if it crashes or
gets destroyed in combat. Cylon Raiders are also equipped with “Faster-Than-Light” (FTL)
propulsion drives for instant intergalactic travel. Raiders can protect themselves from
enemy attacks with kinetic energy weapons and nuclear missiles. Cylon Raiders are more
effective in swarms, that’s why this kit contains two! Kit features two 1/72 scale Cylon
Raider kits and stands.
959

MOES0959

Skill Level: 2

Minicraft 1/48 Beechcraft T-34A/B & C Mentor

w w w. g p d e a l e r. c o m

Moebius® 1/72 Battlestar Galactica® Cylon Raider
(2Kits)

Perfecting pilots since the forties

After the end of the Second World War, America needed a trainer aircraft with more
performance than the existing ones to keep up with the rapid pace of aircraft development.
They got the Beechcraft T-34. It was a very popular design, used by most aviation arms
within the US Armed Forces, and many forces abroad. Even though the type was phased
out in 1959 in favor of the T-6 Texan, you can still see flying examples of the T-34 today.
Kit features all new tooling, detailed cockpit with sliding canopy, position-able landing
gear and full decals.
11671

MMIS1671

Minicraft 1/48 P-38J USAAF
Twin-boom triumphs

Developed just in time for WWII, the USAAF P-38 Lightning was the first American fighter
to down an enemy aircraft, the aircraft flown by America’s highest scoring ace, and also
one of the few fighter aircraft to possess the capacity for long range escort operations
early in the war. Its lethal combination of speed, performance, range, and extreme
firepower made it a dire threat to Axis aircraft throughout the war. Kit features new
decals for two Pacific Theatre aircraft.
11683

MMIS1683

Minicraft 1/144 KC-135A USAF SAC
Anywhere, anytime

A close relative of the Boeing 707, the KC-135A has been in service with the USAF for
fifty years. It was initially designed to keep strategic (nuclear) bombers in the air longer
via aerial refueling, but it has since shifted its role to refueling of strike fighters, long
range transports, and other aircraft. Hundreds of thousands of gallons of aviation fuel
are carried onboard, allowing whole squadrons of aircraft to be refueled and routed to
targets. Kit features refueling boom, operator’s position, pose-able landing gear, and
decals for two Strategic Air Command aircraft.
14707

MMIS4707

MPC® 1/25 MACK® DM600
Heavy duty hauling

Designed, like all MACK trucks, to get the job done, the DM600 is built on a tradition of
excellence that dates back to 1900. It boasts a powerful engine, robust drive train, and
the hauling capacity it needs to shift whatever load owners can think to load on. Get yours
and hit the road to building something awesome today.

MPC819/06

Products for everyone!

MPCS0819

www.gpdealer.com
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Pegasus Hobbies 1/32 T-800 Endoskeletons
It is back.

Even after the world is purged with nuclear fire, hellish automatons of metal and wire
stalk across the blasted, blighted landscape, destroying the last of humanity with cold,
calculated, ruthless efficiency. The last human resistance knows these monstrosities as
the T-800, the endoskeleton-only version of the Terminator infiltration units. They are the
foot soldiers of Skynet, the genocidal global computer network which seeks to eradicate
us. They are tough, and this won’t be easy, but with enough tenacity and firepower, they
can be destroyed.
9017

PGHS9017

Duncan Groove Kendama

Get your ‘groove’ on with Kendama
❚ Premium quality elm-wood construction
❚ Classic Japanese agility training game, fun for all ages!
❚ Learn tricks, stunts and more while improving coordination
❚ Join the ever-growing global Kendama community!

3860KE DTCH0860
Duncan Groove
Kendama

Duncan Despicable Me Giggling Yo-Yo
Keep bringing the laughter back!

❚ Minions from the block-busting movie series
❚ Hours of fun and laughs from one simple toy
❚ Disconnect from electronics and have real fun
❚ Build coordination and skill with hundreds of tricks!

3606DM DTCH3606
Duncan Despicable Me
Giggling Yo-Yo

Duncan Despicable Me Whiz-Z-zer® Spin Top
Despicable fun at your fingertips!

❚ Minions from the block-busting movie series
❚ Pull the cord and set the fun spinning
❚ Disconnect from electronics and have real fun
❚ Hours of fun and laughs from one simple toy

3715DM DTCH3715
Duncan Despicable Me
Whiz-Z-zer® Spin Top
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DARON WORLDWIDE TRADING INC.®
Imagine, Innovate, Inspire.

NEW MANUFACTURER!

Block building sets for your young engineer
Iconic 3D puzzles

DWTY3000
Airbus A380 Airbus
set 330pcs

From famous landmarks to infamous ships, the
Daron 3D puzzles line has the creative kits you
crave. People of any age (3+) can take pride in
displaying their cool creation.
See GPDealer.com for a complete list
of products available.

Perfect for young builders 5+, these building
block sets feature unique, real-life subjects to
inspire creative young minds and keep crafty
kids creating!

Long story short...
Delve into the wide world in a whole new way with puzzles
and block sets. Great for kids and the young at heart, these
quality sets are fun to explore and fun to display.

AUTO WORLD® KNIGHT RIDER SLOT CAR SET
K.I.T.T. vs K.A.R.R.
❚ X-Traction® Ultra-G™ chassis
❚ Flamethrowers™ illuminated scanners
❚ 16 feet of track with curves
❚ ‘Big City’ jump
❚ Lap counter
❚ Two controllers and new power pack

SRS306 RDZW0306
Auto World® Knight Rider
Slot Car Set

T UR N H ER E F OR RADIO CONTROL PRO DUCTS

DWTY4000
Gateway Arch/
Courthouse 3D 49pcs

Long story short...
Find out who rules the night with the Auto
World Knight Rider Slot Car Set. Based on the
classic conflict of K.I.T.T. vs K.A.R.R., this set
gives you the high-powered, super-accurate
cars, twists, turns, and jumps you need to be
the last car scanning.

Products for everyone!

www.gpdealer.com
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